
A DIVISION OF CREATIVE FRONTIERS

At Frontiers Animation we bring together an award-winning creative 
team and industry leading communication and behavioral science 
experts to create superb animated videos for our clients in the 
Health, Pharma, Advocacy, Education,  International development, 
Nonprofit, commercial and Innovative startup sectors.  Our experts, 
storytellers, creative staff and animators understand your industry 
and your needs, and we deliver results.

From Idea
to Animation



Frontiers Animation is part of Creative Frontiers, an award-winning full service creative agency 
specialized in development communication messaging, storytelling, education and training 
with projects in the United States, Lebanon, Kenya, Somalia, Lebanon, Ghana, Swaziland, Syria, 
DRC and Pakistan. Learn more about Creative Frontiers on our website: www.cfrontiers.com

We work with some 
incredible clients

Read more about our 
client’s experiences here

“I have been amazed by their idea generation, 
content and visual skills, work products, and 
enthusiasm for the work.”

Ayan Kishore,
Director Digital Development
Creative Associates International

"They were able to create a project that felt true 
to our organization without having any prior 
connection to our work."

Andy Hilton,
Executive,
Aloha Foundation

Rated 5 stars on
ARIZONA 

STATE
UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA 

(CHAPPEL HILL)
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE



Frontiers Animations helps simplify complex information and 
reach and engage our client’s audience. With top tier experts and 
some of the best clients in these industries, we understand each 
of these sectors and know how to get results.

We specialize in the 
following areas

Health &
Medical

Medical practices, Hospitals, Pharma, 
Universities, and Public health NGOs  

Non-profit

Local and International Development, 
Nonprofits, Multilateral donors and 
advocacy groups

Education

Universities, E-learning companies, School 
systems, Education Nonprofits and 
Advocacy groups 

Professional
& Commercial

Commercial organizations, 
Telecommunications, Engineering, Aviation, 
Financial sector, Tech and Startups

https://www.frontiersanimation.com/health
https://www.frontiersanimation.com/education
https://www.frontiersanimation.com/nonprofit
https://www.frontiersanimation.com/commercial


Dr. Megan Srinivas is an infectious 

disease physician and research fellow 

at the University of North Carolina. Her 

research focuses on healthcare 

deserts and using social innovation to 

address health disparities.

Our Experts

MPH, Harvard School of Public Health
MD, University of Iowa
BA, Harvard University

Dr. Megan Srinivas

Health Expert

Yahya Ehsan has 14 years’ of experience 

in art and design, animations and 

storytelling. He have directed an 

animated tv series on gender equity and 

critically acclaimed comic book Paasban 

the Guardian, themed around CVE and 

peace building.

MMA, National College of Arts
BSc, Beaconhouse Informatics

Yahya Ehsan

Creative Director

Sean Carroll is an innovative 

international development 

executive with 30 years' 

experience working in 65 

countries in Africa, the Americas, 

Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.

MIPP, The Johns Hopkins University
BSFS, Georgetown University

Sean C. Carroll

Development Expert

Dr. Lopez is a broadly trained social 

scientist with experience in 

mixed-methods of research. His 

research focuses on the political 

economy and social determinants of 

health in relation to migration.

ScD, Harvard University
MPH, Johns Hopkins University
MA, Southern Methodist University

Dr. Gilberto Lopez

Behavioral Scientist

Syed Mustafa Hasnain Nadir has 14 

years of communications and 

media experience with a strong 

leaning towards ICT. He has 

managed an award-winning media 

and communications company; 

Creative Frontiers.

Msc, London School of Economics
Bsc Honors, Oxford Brookes University

Syed Mustafa H Nadir

Communications Expert



The team behind Frontiers Animations consists of 
Behavior scientists and development 
communications experts with over 14 years of 
experience in effective behavior change 
messaging especially in conflict and post conflict 
settings. Our four cornered approach to behavior 
change includes:

We conduct detailed research on our target audience and 
understand their media consumption patterns, message 
intake, social media activity and demographic analysis to 
create multiple personas. These diagnostic tools help us 
identify target archetypes and overlay that on our messaging 
matrix to determine what cognitive techniques adapted as 
messaging that would be effective for them.

Frontiers Animation has a proven

Behavior change 
methodology
which we incorporate in our videos:

Formative Research

Working with our in-house comms and behavioral science 
team, we develop a target message which our story writers 
craft into an effective script. We ensure culturally targeted 

icons to increase uptake and adoption of content.

Message crafting

Offered as an option to our clients, our team of 
content dissemination experts create a dissemination 

plan which identifies media platforms, consumption 
patterns and ad spend targets to create effective 

outreach campaigns that deliver results.

Dissemination Consultancy

We offer a suite of research and evaluation options to 
ensure our programs have the intended effects on target 

populations. This includes formative, process, and 
outcomes research and evaluation. Our research and 

evaluation consultants are experts in social and behavioral 
sciences and have experience in program evaluation. 

Research and Evaluation



Our 5 step Animation 
Production Process

Screen designs
and Animatic

Once the storyboard has been approved by the client, the team 
creates full-color screens of each key frame as outlined in the 
storyboard. These screens are overlaid onto the voice over and 
the music is selected for the production so that the client may 
be able to visualize what the finished product will look like. We 
usually recommend rigorous feedback from stakeholders at this 
stage as it is much easier to incorporate changes at this stage.

3

Draft Animation

The project moves into animation production 
where our animators bring the story to life through 
animation. A draft video of the animation is 
created and the client gets an opportunity to 
further tweak and refine the video with our team.

4

Post Production
and Release

Once the client approves the draft version. Our quality control 
unit does a detailed quality check of the project to ensure 
that there are no errors. Subtitles are usually created at this 
stage. Once the quality check is complete, the design team 
creates social media assets such as thumbnails while the 
producer gets the video ready for delivery to the client.

5Storyboard and
Voice over

Once the script and the mood board are 
approved, a detailed storyboard is created and 
shared with the client. The producer 
auditions for voice over options and shares up 
to three shortlisted samples with the client to 
review and select.

2

Script and Moodboard
The script and research team conduct detailed research on 
your subject using our behavior change methodology. If 
your project calls for it, we include consultancy with 
technical experts and work with the client to refine their 
thematic outlines and develop them into animation ready 
scripts. The creative team develops a series of mood boards 
to best reflect the visual vision of the script. These include 
the color palette, the visual style, character and environment 
design, font and text scheme, and the motion style.

1
Sript Draft 1Sript Draft 1

Mood Board
Approved

Status : 

Approved
Status : 

STORYBOARD

ANIMATIC

SCREEN DESIGN

FIRST DRAFT      

ANIMATION READY TO LAUNCH 



Australia

China
London

Seattle

Fairlee

Boston

Cleveland

San Francisco Atlanta

Full color visuals

Illustration and motion design

High quality writing
(1 options and 1 revision)

Voice over and music

Included 30 minutes of expert time 
(ex: health expert)
(1hr for scripts over 3 minutes)

1 to 3 animated characters

Premium script writing

Hi quality animation and lighting

Voice over and music 

Advanced Script writing
(2 options; 1 revision)

(1 year)1 Character Animation video
Unlimited script, storyboard and animatic revisions

1-3 page website design and development 
(wix or square space)

Hosting and domain included 

5 social media posts launch ready 

1 hour of expert time included

1  Motion Design Animation

Superior script writing
Unlimited script, storyboard and animatic revisions

5 page website design and development
(wix or square space)

Hosting and domain included (1 year)

5 social media posts launch ready

1 hour of expert time included

Motion Design Animation

2,000$ /minute

(of $2,000)
Additional minutes 10% Discount Additional minutes 10% Discount

LAUNCH READY PACKAGE

Startups, explaining a product or service. 
Can be used on your website, landing page 
or to introduce your app  

Startups, explaining a product or service. 
We create your website and provide you 
with the launch ready social media posts 
you need to make a splash.   

Character Animation

Social media ads, Explainer videos, behavior 
change messaging, advocacy, fundraising, 
website, landing pages and to introduce 
your product or service   

4,500$ 5,000$ /minute

MOST
POPULAR

& BEST
VALUE

Additional minutes 15% Discount

LAUNCH READY PACKAGE

(of $2,000)

7,500$

Additional minutes 15% Discount

Full one stop service to be launch ready 
with your new landing page, product, 
service or campaign 

Pricing Our transparent price structure makes 
it easy for you to plan your budget.

www.frontiersanimation.com/pricing


Why Frontiers Animation 
is your best choice for 
quality animation

We have Industry leading expertise in international 
development, health, education, tech and nonprofit sectors

Our award-winning creative team offers higher value at a 
lower cost than our competition.

We have an efficient pipeline that delivers videos faster 
than our competition. On average most animations are 
delivered within 5 weeks.

We have delivered proven ROI for our animated videos.

Our clients praise us for the exceptional support they receive.

With dedicated account management, you will never miss 
a deadline.

Unlimited meetings and consultations with our script and 
creative leads at the higher tier levels will ensure that all your 
stakeholders' needs are accounted for.

Additional free add ons such as social media posts will let you 
get exceptional value from our services.

Our animations start from $2000 and scale to suit any budget.

 We are extremely cost competitive offering over 20% savings 
compared to the competition at each quality level.

 Our animation costs scale down the more minutes you add to 
the production.

 We have special discounts for nonprofits.

We truly understand your industry

We can develop animations to suit 
any budget

We offer exceptional support
We have an incredibly talented team 
that delivers results

Perfect for Tv ads, high quality web ads, social media

You can request a quote from us by emailing us on
contact@frontiersanimation.com

Broadcast Quality 
Animation

Full 2D/3D animation

Frame by frame hand animation

High quality bespoke music

Professional broadcast quality voice cast

Premium script writing



A DIVISION OF CREATIVE FRONTIERS

Contact Us
contact@frontiersanimation.com

700 12th St N.W Suite 700
Washington, DC 20005

+1  202  630  7614

www.frontiersanimation.com



